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Abstract Homogeneity or heterogeneity of cells is the most fundamental and important features of analyzing
biological associations of genes and gene products. Recent bioinformatics technology requires an automated
high-throughput analysis application that can handle massively produced data from next generation sequences
and dramatically increased size of public proteomic/genomic databases. Although Gene ontology (GO) database
has been newly spotlighted on its wide coverage of machine-readable terminologies, its complex DB schema and
vast amount of applications utilizing GO without deep considerations of GO term relations dilute the actual
power of GO-based analysis and resulted in misleading/under estimated outcomes. Meanwhile, our recent
studies showed that BSM score, a new way of measuring functional similarity, clearly outperformed existing
conventional methods. However, implementing BSM score that requires integrating multiple databases and
calculating scoring matrix is not trivial and even difficult for bioinformatics experts; therefore, a web-based
graphical user interface (GUI) tool, Gene Ontology Analysis Layer (GOAL: http://www.ittc.ku.edu/chenlab/
goal) is introduced to provide user-friendly GO application powered by state of art functional similarity metric,
BSM score.
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1

Introduction

Identifying and/or grouping genes having similar functional roles are the most well-known and commonly used bioinformatics approach to analyze homogeneity or heterogeneity of various diseases status
and understand gene regulations [1, 2]. In addition to the importance of discovering gene modules, recent bioinformatics technologies require high-throughput analysis pipelines that can effectively handle
massively produced genomic data and conduct biologically reliable analysis. With increased interest of
such demands, GO [3] database has been newly spotlighted due to its broad coverage and systemic descriptions of biological terminologies that can help researchers to develop and utilize machine readable
knowledge bases such as identifying biomarkers and understanding pathological conditions and disease
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GOAL schematic diagram.

prognosis [1, 4–11]. Although many studies and services have been introduced as utilizing GO, available
conventional metrics are still very limited, and the results are often misleading and under estimated [12–16]
since conventional studies are often dominantly focused on GO term distances rather than considering
true functional relations [17–24]. Compared to conventional methods, our new method, Biological and
Statistical Mean (BSM) score [25], is designed for analyzing network-based genomic and proteomic data
by simultaneously considering functional relations among sets of genes/GPs and integrating direct and
indirect functional associations from various data resources. BSM score also showed that the produced
results were highly reliable and clearly outperforms conventional methods [25]. Although BSM score is
a remarkably sophisticated and useful tool that can be applied and utilized to wide range of biomedical
studies, its implementation is not trivial and even difficult for bioinformatics experts due to requiring
advanced database and biological knowledge, statistical and machine learning background, and high level
programming skills. Therefore, we introduce Gene Ontology Analysis Layer (GOAL), the web-based
GUI tool to provide user-friendly GO applications powered by state of art functional similarity metric,
BSM score.

2

Design and algorithm

GOAL contains seven major semantic similarity scores. BSM is derived from five DBs: KUPS [26],
SCOP [27], CATH [28], UniProt [29], and GO. Each of seven methods calculates four difference scores
by utilizing two DBs (i.e., UniProt and GO) and two different scoring schemes, so that these scores can
help users to determine the confidence of calculated scores. In addition to calculating similarity scores,
GOAL provides various tools to support investigating and analysing the data and results. To help users
accessibility and post analysis, GOAL also provides interface to view and download outputs. Figure 1
describes overall workflow of GOAL service.
Inputs: GOAL provides user-friendly GUI for both measuring GO term and GP similarity with seven
different methods. For GO term similarity GOAL provides three different types of interfaces to query
functional similarity between two GO terms: i) direct input of two GO terms, ii) entering a list of GO
term pairs into input text box, and iii) uploading a list of GO terms using a tab delimited text file. GP
similarity has similar interfaces: i) direct inputs from input text boxes, and ii) file uploads. Compared
to GO similarity GP similarity requires two inputs: GP contents and GP pairs. GP contents contain
unique GP names and corresponding GO annotations. GP pairs are the list of GPs of which functional
similarity needs to be calculated. Figure 2 shows some of input forms.
Outputs: To maximize utilization of various scoring schemes, GOAL provides diverse scoring results
with tab delimited text file outputs. BSM score consists of four scores: GLOBAL MUL, GLOBAL AVE,
LOCAL MUL, and LOCAL AVE columns in which GLOBAL and LOCAL are defined by normalization
factor Emax and dmax which corresponds to maximum number of siblings and depth. MUL and AVE
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(a)
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Figure 2 Input form examples. (a) Top: interface of possible input forms for GO similarity. Bottom: interface of possible
input forms for using gene symbols; (b) input forms to calculate gene product similarities.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3 Output examples: (a) GUI for download. (b) Top C unique GO term similarities with four different metrics:
GLOBAL MUL, GOLBAL AVE, LOCAL MUL, and LOCAL AVE. Bottom- gene product similarities from four different
metrics: GLOBAL MUL, GOLBAL AVE, LOCAL MUL, and LOCAL AVE.

denote whether BSM is defined by multiply of Bscr and Sscr or average of them. Six conventional methods
consist of four different scores: DIR GO, ANC GO, DIR UniProt, and ANC UniProt in which GO and
UniProt are name after two different databases used for retrieving annotated GPs. DIR and ANC denotes
whether considering annotated GO term only or including ancestors of the GO terms toward calculating
GO and GP similarity. For more details of algorithms and defined variables, please see our paper [25].
Output GUI and part of outputs are shown in Figure 3.
Submenus: GOAL provides comprehensive GO analysis platform including GO Navigator, GP annotation writer, and daily GO statistics. GO Navigator visualize either single GO term or GO term pairs
based on user preference. GP annotation writer generates the list of GO terms based on UniProt IDs or
gene names. The daily updated GO statistics provides statistics of GO terms and annotated GPs from
2005 to present.
Algorithms: Here we describe the simplest version of BSM algorithms. Detailed information about
BSM score can be found in reference [16] and [25]. BSM score [25] is defined in (1).
BSM =

Bscr + Sscr
.
2

(1)
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Comparing GOAL and other existing services

Contents

FuSSiMeG

FunSimMat

ProteInOn

G-SESAME

GOAL

Source DB (1 = GO, 2 = UniProt)

1

1,2

1

1

1,2

# of method for GO similarity

3

1

6

1

7

# of method for GP similarity

3

N/A

1

N/A

5

# of all possible scores for GP

6

N/A

6

N/A

42

GO similarity between groups

No

No

No

No

Yes

Supporting direct input

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Supporting file upload

No

No

No

No

Yes

Supporting batch process

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Navigating 2 nodes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Navigating 1 node

No

No

No

No

Yes

Handling root-shared GO term

No

No

No

No

Yes

Handling GPs without annotation

No

No

No

No

Yes

Providing root shared term pairs

No

No

No

No

Yes

Providing GO statistics

No

No

No

No

Yes

Continuing Service

Discontinue

Continue

Continue

Continue

Continue

Bscr calculates functional similarity between two GO terms by utilizing 16 different scoring matrices
derived from three different databases: KUPS [26], CATH [28], and SCOP [27]. Sscr is derived from
the topology of GO graph such that score decreases as uncertainty interpreted as entropy in Shannon
theorem [24] increases.

3

GOAL features

GOAL has unique outstanding features that overcome the two limitations of conventional methods.
(1) The nil similarity resulted from GPs with no annotation and (2) the nil similarity from root-shared
GO terms [16, 25]. They are caused by nearest common ancestor (NCA) and information contents-based
(IC) scoring schemes. NCA is the common ancestor of two GO terms located furthest from the root node
of GO graph, and IC-based scores are calculated using the number of annotated GPs. Therefore, there
exits GO terms having no annotated GPs and/or NCA exists at root node that can be resulted in nil
similarity. GOAL is designed to minimize the risk of resulting nil similarity by utilizing BSM score that
integrates biological characteristics of GPs (i.e., Bscr ) and statistical significance of GO term relations in
GO databases (i.e., Sscr ) and provides user interfaces to get maximum 42 different scores from embedded
methods that can be used for determining the confidence of resulted scores. To understand features
of GOAL services, we compare existing four web-services to GOAL: FuSSiMeG [30], FunSimMat [31],
ProteInOn [32], and G-SESAME [33]. The service of FuSSiMEG has been discontinued although this
service provided more metric than other existing services. FunSimMat is only the existing service using
both GO and UniProt, but they only provide a metric for measuring GO term similarity. ProteInOn
provides six different metrics of GO similarities, and it provides eight different metrics of GP similarities.
However, it only allows GPs within UniProt IDs, so expected or newly discovered genes cannot be queried.
G-SESAME provides only one similarity metric for GO, so GP has to be calculated by users side. More
about the differences between existing services and GOAL can be found in Table 1.

4

Application

In this section, we introduce practical demands and solutions that GOAL can be utilized. GO term
navigation: GOAL provides GO term navigator. For example, GOAL can explore a single GO term
GO:0004702 that associated with receptor signaling protein serine/threonine kinase activity by drawing
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Figure 4 GO term navigation. (a) Drawing parent terms of GO:0004702; (b) drawing child terms of GO:0004702;
(c) drawing both parent and child terms of GO:0004702.

terms associations in GO graph space. In order to get better resolution, GOAL accepts quires in three
different views: parent only drawing all ancestor nodes of the query node, child only drawing all descendent nodes of the query node, and parent and child drawing all paths that through the query node.
Corresponding results are shown in Figure 4.
Identifying shared NCA: GOAL provides GUI to visualize shared parent so called NCA. This
feature is a wrapper of GO term navigation, so it inherits all functionalities of GO term navigator.
Figure 5 shows that GOAL identified GO:0003824 that describes catalytic activity as NCA of two GO
terms, GO:0034084 and GO:0004702 that correspond to steryl deacetylase activity and receptor signaling
protein serine/threonine kinase activity respectively.
Functional association analysis: GOAL is also applied to analyze functional enrichments in three
cancers: bladder, breast and prostate cancer (Table 2).
Annotations of disease-associated genes in OMIM database [34] are obtained from Schlicker et al. [35],
and BSM scores of GO terms associated with each gene pairs in OMIM are calculated by GOAL. Figure 6
shows functional association networks of bladder cancer signatures, and the graph shows obsolete transcription repressor activity (GO:0016564), transcription coactivator activity (GO:0003713), transcription
factor activity, sequence-specific DNA binding (GO:0003700), and GTPase activity (GO:0003924) are the
main hub of the functional association. In Figure 7, a network derived from breast cancer signature genes
shows that some of GPs share their functions (i.e., denoted as self-loops). For example single-stranded
DNA binding (GO:0003697) is shared between BRCA2 and RAD51, both BRCA1 and SLC22A18 contain the functional term ubiquitin protein ligase binding (GO:0031625), and ATP binding (GO:0005524)
is also shared by BRIP1, PIK3CA, and RAD51. Functiona association derived from prostate cancer,
Figure 8, shows MXI1 and CHEK2 are functionally similar in terms of molecular bindings such that
MXI1 contains lipid binding (GO:0008289), enzyme binding (GO:0019899), and PDZ domain binding
(GO:0030165), and CHEK2 has metal ion binding (GO:0046872), protein binding (GO:0005515), ATP
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Table 2

GOAL schematic diagram.

Comparing GOAL and other existing services

Bladder cancer

Breast cancer

Prostate cancer

UniProt ID

Gene symbol

UniProt ID

Gene symbol

UniProt ID

Gene symbol

P22607

HARS

P38398

BRCA1

O96017

CHEK2

P06400

RB1

P51587

BRCA2

P29323

EPHB2

P01112

FGFR3

Q9BX63

BRIP1

P60484

PTEN

Q96BI1

SLC22A18

Q05823

RNASEL

Figure 6

P42336

PIK3CA

Q9BQ52

ELAC2

Q06609

RAD51

P50539

MXI1

O60934

NBN

Functional association network of bladder cancer: RB1 (blue), FGFR3 (yellow), and HARS (white).

binding (GO:0005524). As shown in some examples, GOAL can be applied from simple GO term navigation to deep functional association analysis containing identifying major hub functions and signature
clustering in terms of functional similarity. Another deep study on disease and GP analysis examples can
be found in our previous studies [25].
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Figure 7 Functional association network of breast cancer: BRCA1 (blue), BRCA2 (pink), SLC22A18 (yellow), RAD51
(green), PIK3CA (purple), NBN (brown), and BRIP1 (white).

Figure 8 Functional association network of prostate cancer: MXI1 (pink), PTEN (yellow), RNASEL (green), CHEK2
(blue), EPHB2 (purple), and ELAC2 (white).

5

Summary and feature development

To the best of our knowledge, GOAL is the only service that takes care of nil similarity caused by both
root-shared GO terms and GPs with no annotation. Compared to other existing services, GOAL handles
the problems of GO term and GP similarity independently, so users can easily combine the scores to
get the maximum potentials of the given method. GO term navigator and daily updated GO statistics
are also valuable tools to verify the resulted scores with visualized GO term associations and statistical
significance. More importantly, GOAL is an on-going project, so we will continue to update GOAL by
adding the measurement of biological process and cellular component similarity. We expect that GOAL
can be significantly contributed toward discovering new diseases or drug targets along with developing
GO based methods and evaluations on conventional methods by providing new paradigms of defining
semantic similarity on protein functions and broad infrastructures on functional similarity. In near future
GOAL also provides GUI for retrieving similar drug targets with their possible sides effects.
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